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Score is an RPG where crews plan and execute big-time 

heists. But the best laid plans rarely work out the way 

you’d like. Players work together to pull off the job 
before the heat gets too high, and they end up behind 

bars. Ready to make some money?

To play Score, you’ll need this rulebook, a big pile of six-sided dice 
(two di�erent colors), and character sheets.

You’ll need at least two people to play Score, but the game is best 
played with between 3-5. Decide who will be the players, and who 
will be the Game Master (GM). �e players are the Criminals, each 
taking on a member of the crew. �e Criminals work together to 
make sure the job goes smoothly, everyone gets paid, and nobody 
ends up in handcu�s. �e GM is the security keeping an eye on the 
vault, the poor employees hoping not to become hostages, and all 
the things that make an easy job di�cult. �e GM’s responsibility 
is the creation and description of the heist, and describing how the 
world is reacting to the Criminals’ actions.

Score takes place in the 
theater of the mind. Generally 
the GM will describe a situa-
tion, the Criminals will 
describe how they will act in 
that situation, and the GM 
describes how those actions 
pan out based on a roll. As a 
rule of thumb, you should 
only roll when there would be 
a consequence for failing the 
action.

A session of Score usually 
follows this format. �e GM 
uses the Heist section of the 
rulebook to quickly generate 
the details of the crime being 
committed, called the heist. 
�e Criminals attempt to pull 
o� the heist, describe their 
actions, rolling when called 
for, and reacting to the conse-
quences. When the heist is 
over, successfully or not, the 
Criminals improve their char-
acters, and start it all over 
again next session!

What Do You Need?

Roles at the Table

Conversational 
Approach

Cycle of Play
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Criminals roll a dice pool made of one die for each point of Cool 
and Heat the Criminal currently has, and any Prep being used. 
Every Cool die equal to or higher than the di�culty is considered a 
success. As long as there is at least one success, the action described 
by the Criminal occurs. Multiple successes should create an 
advantageous position for the player. Every Heat die that is below 
the di�culty is considered a failure. 

When a Criminal attempts an action that requires a roll, the GM 
determines the di�culty of the action, between 2-6, with 2 being a 
simple task with a little risk and 6 being an incredibly risky move. 
�e di�culty can never be reduced below 2 or raised above 6 for 
any reason.

No crew is crazy enough to go in without a plan, and that’s what the 
Prep dice are for. Criminals have Prep dice that they contribute to a 
communal stash at the start of the heist based on which class they 
choose. At any time, before making their roll, a Criminal can grab 
one Prep die from the stash and add it to their roll, treating it as a 
Cool die for that action. A�er using a Prep die, remove it from the 
game to show that it has been spent.

Heat represents everything that 
could go wrong for a Criminal, 
and represents the possibility of 
failed actions. �e longer 
Criminals take to pull o� a heist, or 
the more dangerous actions they 
take without preparation, the more 
likely things go south for them.

Cool represents a Criminal’s skills 
and experience breaking the law, 
and determines how successful 
they are when acting. Over the 
course of multiple jobs, Criminals 
will gain more Cool as they learn 
the tricks of the trade.

Every Criminal has two stats: Cool and Heat. �e value of each stat 
determines the number of dice used when Criminals roll for actions. 
When rolling, use two di�erent colors of dice to represent these two stats.

Playing the Game

COOL HEAT

Prep

Core Mechanic and Rolling the Dice
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�e Criminal adds 1 to their Heat permanently. �e GM then 
points the consequence at the Criminal that made the roll.

�e Criminal increases the �reat Meter (see below) of the 
current heist by one level. �e GM then points the consequence 
at the entire crew.

Criminals only choose one consequence for a roll, no matter how 
many failures are rolled.

Jake is playing a Tech, and is trying to
 swipe a key card 

from a distracted bank manager. Kate, th
e GM, decides the 

difficulty for this is a 4. Jake agrees 
and rolls his dice 

pool (currently 2 Cool, and 2 Heat). T
he Cool dice come 

up a 4 and a 5, both of which are equa
l to or above the 

difficulty, and so Jake succeeds! But, t
he Heat dice come 

up a 2 and 6... one of the Heat di
ce is below the 

difficulty, so Jake also has a failure. 
He decides to add 

1 to his Heat permanently and take the c
onsequences. Kate 

decides that as Jake finishes swiping 
the key card, he 

looks up and notices a customer watchin
g him!

Threat Meter
�e �reat Meter is a tool representing how 
close the heist is to completely falling apart. 
Mechanically, the �reat Meter �lls up 
when a player chooses that as the 
consequence to one of their failed rolls. �e 
�reat Meter is made up of a number of 
segments that depend on the di�culty of 
the heist, determined by the GM before the 
heist begins. Each time a segment is �lled 
up, the situation is about to take another 
turn for the worse. A full meter means the 
law has come out in full force, and arrested 
the crew, ending the heist. �is means the 
more segments for the meter, the more 
room the Criminals have to make mistakes. 

Example of Play

When a Criminal rolls a failure, they choose what kind of 
consequence they want: 
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Some people like to keep the Meter visible to the Criminals so they 
know exactly how much trouble they are in. Others like to hide it away, 
keeping the Criminals in the dark and unsure just how bad things are 
for them right now. It’s up to the GM!

Each Criminal has a goal to either increase their Cool, or decrease 
their Heat. If during a heist they complete these goals, they perma-
nently add 1 to their Cool or subtract 1 from their Heat. Criminals 
can only accomplish each goal once during a single heist, even if 
they complete it multiple times. �ere is no limit to the amount of 
Cool a Criminal can accumulate across many heists, but at no 
point can they ever reduce their Heat below 1.

In Score, each Criminal chooses a class to play as. �ese classes 
represent archetypes of people you might �nd in a crew. Each class 
has di�erent stats, gear they carry, goals for changing their stats, 
and advancements they can take as they improve between heists. 

Stats: Starting Cool, Heat, and Prep dice for the �rst heist.
Gear: Standard items brought to a job.
Cool Goal: How the Criminal permanently gets more Cool.
Heat Goal: How the Criminal permanently removes Heat.
Advance: Upgrades and skills that carry over between jobs.
One Last Job: �e last advance a Criminal will ever take.

Before beginning the �rst heist, Criminals should consult the 
classes listed here and select who they want to be. A�er choosing 
their class, select one advance to start with.

Criminals

Cool & Heat Goals
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A�er a heist is completed, Criminals should note what their new 
Cool and Heat values are based on consequences during the heist 
and if they accomplished their goals. �ese values will be used for 
the next heist. Before that though, the Criminals should advance.

Advances are new skills the Criminal has, and are taken by reduc-
ing their current Heat. �is shows the Criminal is learning from 
their mistakes and improving on their weaknesses. In order to 
take an advance, a Criminal must remove 2 from their current 
Heat stat. Criminals are only able to take one advance between 
heists.. Remember, Criminals can never reduce their Heat below 0, 
so if they have 2 Heat a�er a job, they cannot spend that Heat to 
take an advance. If your group is playing with subgoals for your 
heist (see Heists section for details), and the GM agrees to it, 
Criminals may reduce their remaining Heat to 1 a�er taking an 
advance.

Once a Criminal has taken all of their available advances, they get 
access to their One Last Job advance. �is Criminal should go on 
one �nal heist, and this advance will hopefully be enough for them 
to come through on top. 

Tracking Stats & Advancement

One Last Job
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Heat Goal: Pass blame o� to some other sucker
Cool Goal: Talk your way into a place you de�nitely don’t belong
Gear: Zip ties, the right clothes for the situation, a handgun

Backup Plan: Once during the heist, roll 1d6 and add that 
many Prep die to the stash

Team Player: Instead of taking +1 to Cool, you can take +1 to 
Prep when you accomplish your Cool goal

Dressed For Success: You can remove Prep dice from the stash 
at any time to produce uniforms or clothes that are appropriate 
for your environment

Mimic: Once per heist choose someone whose voice you have 
heard. For the rest of the heist you can perfectly mimic their voice

Ready: Can take more than 1 Prep die from the stash when rolling
Foresight: Once per heist reduce di�culty of a task to 2. 
Explain how you prepared for this

STATS

Advances

Prep: 4Heat:Cool:

One Last Job

START START
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Heat Goal: Evade someone who is pursuing you
Cool Goal: Enter and exit a restricted area without being noticed
Gear: Communications jammer, silenced pistol, lock picks

Houdini: Once during the session you can declare exactly where 
you want to be, and you are there. Explain how you got there.

Tumbler: Reduce di�culty of lockpicking actions by 1

Escape Artist: Once per heist you �nd an immediate and 
accessible entrance or exit to a room in sight

Silent But Deadly: Di�culty for you to kill someone is equal 
to the number of �reat Meter segments �lled +2

Fly Solo: You ignore any consequences of the �rst two 
segments of the �reat Meter

STATS

Advances

Prep: 2Heat:Cool:
START START

One Last Job

Ghost Reporting: If the �reat Meter has two segments or 
fewer �lled in, roll +1 Cool die with all rolls
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Heat Goal: Shut down an ongoing alarm
Cool Goal: Delete any surveillance footage of the crew in action
Gear: Drills kept in the van, hacking tablet, taser

False Alarm: Once per heist, you may immediately cancel the 
e�ects of one segment of the �reat Meter

Dampen: Once per heist you can reduce the sound of your drills 
and equipment so that anyone not in the room can’t hear them
Right Tool for the Job: You may remove 1 Prep die from the 
stash to immediately produce a tool or piece of equipment
Overclock: Once per heist you may treat your Heat as Cool, 
rolling both stats together and only counting successes

Brute Force: You may reroll your Cool dice for any hacking 
roll, but must also add +1 die to your Heat stat

STATS

Advances

Prep: 3Heat:Cool:
START START

One Last Job

Working Hard: Add 1 Prep die to the stash whenever you 
accomplish an action of di�culty 5 or higher
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Heat Goal: Eliminate a security unit that is a threat to your group
Cool Goal: Intimidate a potential threat into submission
Gear: A few heavy guns, bullet-proof vest, small set of explosives

Tactical Kill: Everytime you kill someone, you can choose to 
either +1 your Cool or -1 your Heat

Clear the Room: You may target everyone in the room when 
you use violence, only needing to roll once
Bag ‘Em: Once per heist, you can declare a target that you have 
the drop on as dead or incapacitated, without needing to roll
Hard to Kill: �e �rst time you would be injured in a session, 
you ignore it
Lethal: You count Heat dice rolled above the di�culty as 
successes when you are attacking someone or something

STATS

Advances

One Last Job

We Loud Yet?: If the Heat Meter has 2 or fewer segments �lled, 
increase the di�culty of all of your actions by 1. If the Heat Meter has 
3 or more segments �lled, reduce the di�culty of all of your actions by 1

Prep: 1Heat:Cool:
START START
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�e players are taking on the roles of the Criminals, a handful of 
characters in a large environment �lled with people, objects, and 
details that you as the GM get to build. Sound overwhelming? 
Well, that’s what the Criminals are for! Get their input when it 
comes time to describe a scene. Allow them some creative input, 
let them start painting the picture, then come in and shake up 
their vision. 

�e most important thing you can do as a GM is asking the 
Criminals “What do you do?” You’ve just described a situation, 
now it’s up to the Criminals to do something. Depending on what 
they decide, you may just describe the next scene, or you might 
call for a roll. You decide when Criminals start making rolls. Have 
Criminals make rolls when there would be a consequence for 
failing the action. �is is important to remember, as the game gets 
progressively harder for the Criminals as they roll more, 
inevitably adding to their Heat or increasing the �reat Meter.

You’re not out there to “get” the Criminals, to take them down as 
fast as you can. Instead, as the GM you should be thinking about 
how to push them towards creative thinking. Put the Criminals in 
awkward situations, make them change their approach. �ey 
might have Plans A through C, but make them suddenly need to 
create Plan Z. �e severity of consequences should depend on the 
number of failure rolls, as well as what makes sense in the �ction. 
Below you will �nd some example consequences that you can use. 
�is is by no means an exhaustive list, but will help inspire you 
when those failure rolls start hitting the table.

GM SECTION

Asking Questions

Consequences
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�e action takes longer than expected: Hoping to have the 
crew slip past the guard? Maybe you only had time to get half 
the crew past. Now you’re split, what are you going to do?

Add a narrative complication: �e Criminal was too loud, or 
maybe someone spotted them. Have a passerby appear, or a 
guard start looking around.

You are not obligated to assign a penalty to each segment of the 
�reat Meter. Sometimes just the threat of slowly �lling it in is 
scary enough for the Criminals. Remember, if the �reat Meter 
ever �lls up completely, the heist is over and the Criminals are 
busted. 

Below you will �nd a number of possible penalties you can use for 
your segments of the �reat Meter:

Limited e�ect on the action: you meant to hit the guard in the 
chest with your shot, but you just winged him. He’s starting to 
recover and draw on you, now what?

Change the di�culty for other events: the Criminal messed 
up, and now it might be a bit harder to sneak past the guards, 
to convince the manager you mean business, or to run with 
that bullet in the leg.

Dish out the pain: only do this if the Criminal would 
normally take harm, and try not to kill them straight o� the 
bat. Now, if the Criminal is doing something crazy, 
sometimes a mad dog needs to be put down.

Remove Prep dice 
from the stash
Increase security 
presence at the 
location
Trip an alarm
Citizen/employee 
calls for help

Increase di�culty for 
all rolls by 1
Add a permanent 
Heat to all Criminals
Location goes on lock 
down
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�e gear listed is a suggestion of what Criminals might have on 
hand. If your group would like to change the starting equipment, 
go for it!

We don’t have a big combat section here. �at’s because if guns are 
being �red, your Criminals are probably already in over their 
heads, unless the heist called for violence. When combat does 
come up, it should be resolved quickly, and brutally. When a 
bullet hits someone, security guards and Criminals alike, they’ll 
likely hit the ground soon a�er. When violence erupts, resolve it 
quickly to keep the Criminals moving. Force the Criminals to 
respond smartly. �ey aren’t going to win too many drawn out 
gun �ghts a�er all, so get them moving towards alternative 
solutions. 

�is section of the zine can inspire you when deciding what type 
of heist to run. You can use the tables below to get the outline of 
the heist, rolling as many times as you need.

Roll two dice to determine which heist you will be running:

HEISTS

Generator

Combat in Score

Concerning Equipment

Heist Gone Wrong: 
Roll again and start 
with the alarms blaring

Framing

Assassination

House Robbery

Extraction

Double Heist: Roll on 
the table twice and do 
both jobs together

Jewelry Store 
Robbery

Bank Robbery

Art �e�

1 - 2 3 - 4 5 - 6D6

1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 6
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Roll as many dice as you need for each category.

Level of Security

Additional Details: 

Minimal/Mall Cop

Public

Public

Public

Public

Private

Private

None

Easy hack, terrible locks

Standard for location

More layers than usual

Direct to Feds

Don’t. Get. Seen.

None

Very Light

Light

Standard

Busy

Dense

1

1

2

2

3

4+

Standard Cop/
Security Presence

Highly-Trained 
Security Force

Gangster

Light Security

Federal Forces 

Lightly armed, if at all. Not well trained and 
won’t know how to handle professional 
criminals.
Carry a gun and have some idea how to use it. 
Haven’t seen much action, but know the rules 
of engagement.
Armed, might even have a vest on. Have dealt 
with criminals before, and will do their job to 
stop them. 
Likely have more than just a pistol, so don’t 
piss them o�. �ey know how to take care of 
anyone who is not careful. Paid to do their job, 
and paid well.

Who knows what they have. Depends on the 
gang really. �ugs on the street or organized 
crime? You’d be surprised what they are 
capable of.

Federal agents, possibly even military. Expect 
top-of-the-line gear from these people. �ey 
train for dealing with criminals just like you.

1

D6 Level of Security Details

1
2
3
4
5
6

D6 # of 
Floors

Civilian 
Presence Alarm System

Type of 
Space

2

3

4

5

6
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Sure cash is nice because you can spend it right away, but there is 
just something irresistible about jewels right? Whether or not you 
appreciate the cra�smanship of what’s behind the glass, you do 
love how much it's worth. Be smart about this one. �ose 
diamonds took forever to be formed, they’ll be waiting for you 
when you’re ready to grab ‘em. 

Heist Description

Someone is currently trying on the piece they came here for
�e good stu� is held in a safe in back
�e store is run by the local mob, those aren’t regular security 
guards…
�e glass cases are wired to an alarm system
�e store is unexpectedly closing early
You recognize another crew scoping out the joint

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Want to make things even more complicated for your 

Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 

a heist.

Not Even A Digital Trace: Get your hands on the security 
footage, or wipe it out completely.

Anti-Vampires: Do this one during the day, during peak business 
hours. �is will send a message that nowhere is safe from you.

Why Just Jewels?: Rob everything, and everyone in the store

Where is the store?
Inside a shopping mall

At a quiet intersection

�e middle of a small town

A private auction event for jewels

An armored truck on the move

Clearly a front for the mob

Heist varieties:
Smash and Grab: Get your hands on as much 
as you can as fast as you can. By the time the 
cops come, you should be outta town.
Place Paste: �ere is a particular piece you 
need to acquire, and replace with a fake. 
Without being seen, of course.
One Big Rock: Bags can be heavy, let’s just get 
that one really big stone worth more than 
you can imagine.

Subgoals 

1
2
3
4
5
6

1 - 2

3 - 4

4 - 5
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Someone is awake and looking for a midnight snack
�e “guard” dog perks up
�e homeowners are well-armed, and like to protect their 
property
�e homeowners have a dark secret...what have you walked into?
�e neighborhood watch is getting suspicious
Unexpected visitors to the house arrive

Knocking over jewelry stores and banks is lucrative work, there is 
no denying that. But do the rewards outweigh the risk when you 
think about it? Now a house, there might not be as much cash 
laying around, but the worst you're going to have to worry about 
is Fido, right? At least that’s what my intel says...you never can tell 
what these homebodies are actually up to behind that white picket 
fence and well manicured lawn.

Heist Description

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Want to make things even more complicated for your 
Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 
a heist.

Why Just One?: Hit every home in the area, not just one. Push 
your luck until the sun rises, then disappear.

Home Garden: Plant something at the location for us. Take 
whatever you want, but you need to make sure this gets le� 
behind. 

What kind of house is it?
A secluded estate
A quiet home in suburbia
An apartment complex with multiple opportunities
A hotel; who knows what people brought with them?
Mansion of a well-known individual
A penthouse in the city

What are you looking to steal?

Whatever valuables you can hold in your bags

Only cash; your fence can’t move hot items right now

Valuable records and �nancial documents

Jewelry and antiquities

Keep what you want, but our client wants something “unique”

�e household pet. It’s best not to ask.

Subgoals 

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
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A frame job is a catchall term for anything involving a bit of 
misinformation. Sometimes we need to set someone up to see 
them fall. Other times we need to make sure our team is holding 
the winning hand. In either case, you need to play puppet master 
on this one. �e important thing is to make sure nobody can see 
the strings being pulled. 

Heist Description

�ere is more security present than expected
Someone else is trying to do the exact same job as you
A tracking countermeasure has been activated; get rid of it!
�e consequences of your success are pretty horrible, morally 
speaking
�is was a setup; get back to the van!

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Want to make things even more complicated for your 

Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 

a heist.

Call Me: Leave behind a calling card so your target knows you 
did it, but the authorities won't be the wiser.

Special Security: Your target has hired special “security” to 
protect it from criminal interference.

Time is Money: �e crew has a limited amount of time, or a 
small window of opportunity to make this happen.

What is the frame job?

Rig an election

Make it look like a rival crew is guilty of a crime

Discredit the “power” of a local crime syndicate

Plant a crippling virus within a corporation’s network

Switch valuable legal documents with fakes

Blackmail a VIP. Confront them and gain something from them

Subgoals 

1
2
3
4
5
6
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An armored van has arrived to pick up some cash from the bank
�e manager with the key to the vault is not on site right now
�e money is rigged to blow with an ink bomb, rendering the 
cash useless
�e security system has received a bigger upgrade than you 
expected
�e local crime syndicate keeps a lot of money in the bank, and a 
lot of eyes on it as well

Robbing a bank is a tricky thing. Not just because of all of the 
guards, alarm systems, and the giant steel door between you and 
payday. But also because you’re not guaranteed to hit the jackpot. 
Now, regulations require at least some cash on site, but we know 
how good banks are at following the rules. On top of that, you 
never know who keeps their money, or other dirty secrets, 
squirreled away behind all that steel.

Heist Description

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Heist varieties:
Open an Account: Convince the bank that you 

have important business with them and use that 

as an opportunity to hide in plain sight.

Safety First: Make a mess of the bank, so that they 

aren’t only robbed, but nobody would think of 

doing business with them again anytime soon.

Make a Deposit: You have something that needs 

to be le� behind, in a particular deposit box. 

Leave it there without anyone knowing you le� it.

Want to make things even more complicated for your 
Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 
a heist.

Not Even A Digital Trace: Get your hands on the security 
footage, or wipe it out completely.

Why, �ank You: Somehow get the manager to open the back 
vault for you

Robin Hood: Get the customers on your side during the job by 
o�ering them great rewards.

What are you focusing on in the bank?
Whatever you can get your hands on
Everything in the vault
Empty the deposit boxes
Cold. Hard. Cash.
Financial records of the bank
Burn the cash and send a message

Subgoals 

1 - 2

3 - 4

4 - 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
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�is is the real spec ops work right here. People need moving, 
and sometimes they don’t realize it yet. Somebody is paying for 
you to move someone from Point A to Point B, simple enough. 
But you know better than that. �ere must be a reason they don’t 
just leave on their own, but it’s best not worry about that for now, 
there’s money to be made in transport.

Heist Description

New Consequences & �reat Meter Options
Target has been moved to a more secure location
Suddenly the target has a lot of people that need their attention
�e target isn’t where you expected them; where did they go?
Target screams out in resistance, trying to attract attention
Someone is trying to eliminate the target before you get to them!

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Heist varieties:
On the Move: �e extraction target is on the 
move. You’ll need to board the vehicle, extract the target, and get out alive 
Put on a Show: �e target needs to look like they died in the process, so that nobody will come 
looking for them later.
Body Double: Not only do you need to get 
someone out, but you need to replace them with a look-alike who will do work for us on the inside.

Want to make things even more complicated for your 
Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 
a heist.

Not Even A Digital Trace: Get your hands on the security 
footage, or wipe it out completely.

Would You Kindly?: Get the target to extract themselves, like it’s 
their own idea.

Greed is Good: �ere must be something valuable where you’re 
headed. Why leave with just one person?

Who is being extracted?

Problematic politician

Famous celebrity

Corporate executive

An invaluable scientist

A spy deep in cover

Prison break

Subgoals 

1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Someone else is trying to make a move on the target

�e target has moved to a secured location

�e target was wearing a bulletproof vest; �nish them quickly!

It was a trap; get out of there!

It’s going to be chaos if that person dies

Wet work isn’t for everyone. Sure, you might have had to take 
someone down during a score because it was either you or them, 
but that’s di�erent, right? Being paid to take someone o� this rock 
takes a certain constitution. If you have the stomach for it, it is 
incredibly pro�table. Load up, plan the hit, and get paid.

Heist Description

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Want to make things even more complicated for your 
Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 
a heist.

Send a Message: �is needs to look like a hit, not an accident. 
Make it obvious.

Lure: �e target won’t be vulnerable until you take out their 
powerful allies.

Window: �e moment to make the hit is going to be very 
narrow. Prepare accordingly because you only get one shot at it.

Who is the target?
Local criminal
Military o�cer
Corporate executive
It’s personal
Politician
Rival crew

How does it need to be done?
Poison

As brutally as possible

Painless please

By a thousand cuts

Loudly, and with a crowd

One shot, one kill

Subgoals 

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Money and jewels buy you a lot of things in life. It takes a re�ned 
palette to choose art. You know when you found the perfect 
piece for you. Or...you get paid to grab it for someone else. 
Stealing art is tricky, because people will notice that blank space 
on the wall pretty quickly. But powerful clients want the stu�, 
and powerful clients pay well. Put on your �nest suit, we’re going 
to the museum.

Heist Description

�e piece is unwieldy, and requires a clever solution for 
transportation
Jobs in wealthy homes usually have top-notch private security
�e piece is behind reinforced glass
Something risks ripping or tarnishing the piece
A private tour is viewing the piece
�e piece is being held behind closed doors for restoration

New Consequences 
& Threat Meter Options
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Heist varieties:
One-of-a-Kind: Steal the piece and replace it 
with a replica, making it easier to sell the real 
one on the black market.

�e Collector: �e client is a big fan of a 
particular artist. Grab as many pieces by that 
artist as you can in one heist.
House Hunting: �e piece isn’t at a museum, but 
instead owned by a wealthy individual and can be 
found in their home.

Want to make things even more complicated for your 

Criminals? Use these subgoals to add some complexity to 

a heist.

Make a Scene: Not only do you need to take one piece, but 
destroy the pieces of “rival” artists.

Hands-On Tour: Do the job while on a tour of the facility.

Signed, Sealed, Delivered: A forged signature by the artist needs 
to be added to the piece before being delivered to the client.

What are you stealing?
An enormous statue

A fragile piece of pottery

First edition manuscript

Clothing item of a historic �gure

A modestly sized portrait

A large-scale landscape painting

Subgoals 

1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Cool:
START

Heat:
START

“Trust me, I have a plan.”
THE FACETHE FACE

Can take more than 1 Prep die from the stash when rolling
Reduce �reat Meter by 1 a�er negotiating with important people

Gear: Zip ties, the right clothes for the situation, a handgun

Stats: Function the same as the standard rules of the game
Skills: Advances that they class starts with
Gear: �e standard items that the criminal brings to a job

ONE SHOT VARIATION

Score was originally designed to be pla
yed in one-shots. 

But people asked for opportunities to k
eep playing their 

Criminals, and so the current rules wer
e created to fill 

that demand. Here you’ll find the original v
ersion of 

Score. The core mechanics of the game 
are the same. The 

only difference is that players just 
pick one of the 

premade characters and use their exi
sting skills and 

stats, no need to track advances!

Designer’s Note:

Choose from one of the four criminal types. Each criminal has the 
following information.

Prep: 4
Stats:

Skills:

Cool:
START

Heat:
START

“Never know what hit ‘em.”
THE SPECTERTHE SPECTER

Ignore the �rst two failure rolls you make during the heist, 
explaining how you get away with it
Choose one at the start of the heist: reduce di�culty of sneaking 
or lock picking actions by 1
Gear: Communications jammer, lock picks, silenced pistol

Prep: 2
Stats:

Skills:
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Cool:
START

Heat:
START

“I’ve got the right tool for the job, always.”
THE TECHTHE TECH

Add 1 Prep die to stash whenever you accomplish an action of 
di�culty 5 or higher
A�er you access the security system of the location, di�culty of 
overcoming and avoiding those security measures is decreased by 
1 for all Criminals

Gear: Drills kept in the van, tablet for hacking, taser

Prep: 3
Stats:

Skills:

Cool:
START

Heat:
START

“Get behind me, I’m getting us outta here.”
THE HAMMERTHE HAMMER

If the �reat Meter has 2 or fewer segments �lled, increase the 
di�culty of all of your actions by 1
If the �reat Meter has 3 or more segments �lled, reduce the 
di�culty of all of your actions by 1

Gear: Heavy weapon or two, bullet-proof vest, set of explosives

Prep: 1
Stats:

Skills:
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Tim Peele

Steven D Warble
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